
Summaries

Moshe Bar-Asher

Vocalized Forms in MS Kaufmann of the Mishnah

MS Kaufmann of the Mishnah (K) is vocalized according to the Tiberian 
tradition of Hebrew vocalization. The premise that the patah-̣qamas ̣/
qamas-̣patah ̣and segol-sẹre / sẹre-segol alternations evidence identical 
pronunciation of each pair of vowels by the vocalizer is only partially 
correct. Rather, the appearance of segol in the definite article preceding the 
letter hẹt vocalized with qamas ̣(with a negligible number of exceptions), 
as in ֶהָחָכם ,ֶהָחֵמץ, shows that the vocalizer applied the rules of the Tiberian 
tradition. Hence, when segol and sẹre alternate systematically, this does 
not reflect a free alternation but rather a definite linguistic tradition.

Another linguistic tradition reflected in K is the vocalization of the 
consonant preceding hẹt with sẹre due to compensatory lengthening. 
Two nouns in K are systematically vocalized thus: ָחם ָחִלים and (5x) ּפֵ  ּגֵ
(10x). Furthermore, the fact that three out of five times ָחם  is written ּפֵ
plene – פיחם ,פיחמים – indicates that this word at least was also vocalized 
with sẹre in the scribe’s tradition. The plene spelling of the vowel [e:] in 
an open syllable with yod indicates sẹre in the orthographic tradition 
of K and other ancient, reliable manuscripts. This indicates that, in K, 
according to the tradition of the vocalizer at least, and in all likelihood 
according to the scribe’s tradition as well, there was a distinct linguistic 
tradition that differed from both the Tiberian and Babylonian vocalization 
systems regarding the pronunciation of the vowel before a hẹt vocalized 
with qamas,̣ at least for the two words treated here.
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Mordechay Mishor

The Vocalization of ארע Imperfect 
in MS Erfurt of the Tosefta

The partially vocalized word ֵיאֵרע in MS Erfurt of Tosefta is to be understood 
as standing for ֵיָאֵרַע, the nifʿal imperfect of ארע. This vocalization may 
allude to a deviation from the version appearing in the vorlage of MS 
Erfurt, presumably ירע/יירע or יערע.

Esther Haber

 :בית דינו של רבן גמליאל and בית דין של כהנים
Unbound Genitive Constructions and Double 
Genitive Constructions in Mishnaic Hebrew

This article examines how unbound genitive constructions and double 
genitive constructions, which first appeared in written Hebrew during the 
mishnaic period, became embedded in mishnaic Hebrew. A survey of all 
occurrences of the unbound genitive construction and the double genitive 
construction in the Mishnah reveals that the two constructions serve 
different roles: whereas the unbound genitive construction appears as an 
unmarked construction used primarily in inanimate genitive constructions, 
the double genitive construction was incorporated into mishnaic Hebrew 
as a marked, deliberately chosen, construction emphasizing the governed 
noun, usually a person, or an inanimate object considered spiritually and 
socially significant.
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Ohad Abudraham

The Hebrew Component in the Aramaic Lexicon 
of the Targumim of the Five Scrolls 

(Part 2)

Part one of this paper surveyed the abundant evidence of the Hebrew 
influence on the lexicon of the Targumim of the Five Scrolls. The scores of 
Hebrew elements were assembled and divided into groups and subgroups 
(e.g., examples of elements whose phonological and morphological structure 
attest their Hebrew origin). Its second part continues from this point. 
It looks at pseudo-corrections attributed to artificial Hebrew influence 
and concludes with a consideration of interpolated Hebrew phrases and 
constructions. The results of the study as a whole clearly demonstrate that 
Hebrew was a significant factor in the lexicon of the Targumim of the 
Five Scrolls. At the same time, it must be noted that this high frequency 
of Hebrew elements in the Aramaic lexicon is particularly characteristic 
of the Targum Sheni to the book of Esther and, to a certain extent, the 
Targum of Canticles.

Joseph Yahalom

The Palestinian Vocalization 
in Hebrew Language Traditions

This article examines the supralinear Palestinian vocalization as reflected 
in Palestinian texts from the Cairo Geniza, noting that it sheds light on 
the origins of the Sephardic pronunciation, which does not distinguish 
between qamas ̣and patah ̣or sẹre and segol, and in which qamas ̣is realized 
as họlem in a closed unstressed syllable. The earliest such texts have a 
single sign for both sẹre and segol, but all the segments use two different 
signs interchangeably for Tiberian qamas ̣and patah.̣ In the Palestinian 
vocalization họlem appears in unstressed closed syllables where the Tiberian 
system has qamas ̣and the Babylonian system has qibbus.̣
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The earliest extant report about a ‘Palestinian vocalization’ is found in a 
commentary on Tractate Avot of the Mishna in Mahẓor Vitry, a medieval 
collection of Jewish law. In his commentary on m. Avot 1:1 the twelfth-
century scholar Rabbi Ya‘akov b. Shimshon notes the existence of three 
systems of cantillation accents: the accepted Tiberian system and two 
others, the Babylonian and the Palestinian.

Initially the Palestinian vocalization represented a pronunciation similar 
to that reflected in the Babylonian vocalization, which preserves a high 
back vowel in a closed unstressed syllable, where the Tiberian system 
has qamas.̣ The Palestinian pronunciation of qamas ̣as họlem in closed 
unstressed syllables survived in the pre-Ashkenazi pronunciation as reflected 
in the vocalizations denoted Palestinian-Tiberian. This pronunciation of 
họlem and the lack of patah/̣qamas ̣and sẹre/segol distinctions are among 
the hallmarks of this pronunciation, and that of the medieval and also 
current Sephardic pronunciation. The combination of the two seven-sign 
Palestinian vocalization systems, the one in which the seventh sign marks 
mobile šewa and is used mainly in liturgical poetry, and the one in which 
the additional sign distinguishes a new vocalic segol-like quality and is 
used mainly in biblical texts, can be considered to have ultimately given 
rise to the familiar Tiberian vocalization.

Michael Rand

Towards a Clarification of the Term דילוג
in Genizah Piyyut Manuscripts

This article examines the uses of the term dillug in piyyut manuscripts 
from the Cairo Genizah. This term appears in two contexts. The first is 
as a header for qerovah-supplements (השלמת קרובה). The second has two 
subdivisions: dillug is used to mark the last stanza of a piyyut 4 (פיוט ד) 
of a qedushta, and also to mark the concluding stanza of the silluq of a 
qedushta. Based on these occurrences, the author suggests that in Genizah 
piyyut manuscripts dillug is a technical term that means ‘end’, and that, 
furthermore, as a technical term, it morphologically and semantically 
parallels the term silluq. Finally, on the basis of the evidence reviewed 
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for both instances of the second category, it appears that the term dillug 
has musical implications: the textual units so marked were apparently 
intended to be performed musically as distinct units.

Gedalia Lasser

Rabbenu Tam’s Theory of Hebrew Roots

Rabbenu Tam’s unique method of identifying Hebrew roots has not been 
previously identified in academic research. An understanding of Rabbenu 
Tam’s grammatical theory is facilitated by a consideration of the resolution 
treatise he authored with the aim of resolving a series of grammatical 
disputes, which took place between Menahẹm ben Saruq and Dunash 
ben Labrat some two centuries earlier. According to Rabbenu Tam, the 
basic root is composed of the letters which are not dropped in the various 
conjugations (as in Menahẹm’s and Dunash’s system). Pursuant to this 
theory, even one- or two-letter roots exist. Rabbenu Tam’s innovation is the 
solution he provides for the problem of identifying the various meanings 
of these one- or two-letter roots. For this purpose, Rabbenu Tam identifies 
a ‘basic form’ in the morphological structure of the conjugation of a verb 
in the first-person-singular past tense, which he terms pa‘al. This form, 
which constitutes a transitional stage between the conjugated verb and 
its initial root, provides the precise meaning of the verb.

Maya Castro

The Rise and Fall of the Hebrew Term גמל נמרי

This study examines how the Hebrew term for ‘giraffe’ was finalized using 
the foreign word ג'ירפה. It reviews the names that appeared in zoology books 
from the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, Hebrew dictionaries 
from the first half of the twentieth century, and the contemporary literature 
and press. Several competing terms served as the Hebrew giraffe, including 
the loan translations נמר גמל ,גמל ליש, and גמל נמרי; the biblical terms ֶזֶמר 
and תחש; and the foreign words ג'ירף and ג'ירפה. It is difficult to determine 
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precisely which terms were in use during the period when modern Hebrew 
was being revived. The study indicates that even though the loan-translation 
combinations appeared in written language until the late 1940s, and later 
only in literary use, the foreign words were more widely used from the 
1930s at least. Ultimately, the loan-translation combinations were rejected 
in favor of the foreign-word alternatives, probably no later than the 1950s.

Rivka Halevy

The Hebrew Reflexive Pronoun: A Synchronic 
and Diachronic Perspective

Hebrew employs two strategies for encoding reflexivity: (1) morphological – 
by using the verb patterns nif‘al (frequent in biblical Hebrew) and hitpa‘el 
(common in modern Hebrew); and (2) syntactic – by using a periphrastic 
construction comprised of a transitive verb and the inflected noun עצם ‘bone’ 
which is grammaticalized in mishnaic Hebrew as the canonical reflexive 
pronoun, agreeing in person and number with the subject of the verb.

This paper’s focus is on the origin of reflexive marker עצם ‘bone’ + 
pronominal possessive modifier. The syntactic behavior of the grammaticalized 
construction of transitive verb + reflexive pronoun and its complementary 
distribution with the morphological encoding by using special verb patterns, 
predominantly hitpa‘el, are also considered. The goal of the paper is twofold: 
(1) to trace the development of the grammatical category ‘reflexive marker’ 
in Hebrew with some occasional references to related Semitic languages, 
and (2) to describe the underlying cognitive and linguistic processes that 
lead from body-part term to reflexive pronoun.

It is argued here that the evolution of עצם ‘bone’ (and also גוף ‘body’ and 
 soul’ and additional body-part terms in other Semitic languages) into‘ נפש
reflexive markers is more transparent in Semitic than in the majority of 
Indo-European languages. Essentially, the article claims that the source 
of the grammaticalized reflexive marker in question lies in its nonlexical 
emphatic function, as evidenced in biblical Hebrew, e.g., בעצם היום הזה ‘on 
this very day’.
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Aaron Berberian

A Contribution to the History of a Ghost Word Family

This study addresses the question of the proposed existence of the word 
 .in the Palestinian Talmud (Ber. 1:1 [2d]), as suggested by J. N תרקים
Epstein. Although later discovered independently by Shulamit Elizur 
in a piyyut by Pinḥas, a thorough examination of various texts makes it 
clear that תרקים is simply one of many distorted forms of the well-known 
Greek word Νάρθηξ (‘casket’, ‘sheath’) used in postbiblical Hebrew.
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